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On October 29, 1645, after many weeks of travel and 
preparation, the Polish ambassador Krzysztof Opaliński 
(d. 1655) led a spectacular procession into Paris.1 
Opaliński’s arrival, to officiate the wedding by proxy of 
Marie Louise Gonzaga (d. 1667) to the Polish king Ladis-
laus IV Vasa (r. 1632–48), attracted keen interest from 
Parisian society. Françoise de Motteville (d. 1689), lady-
in-waiting to the regent of France, Anne of Austria (r. 
1643–51), recorded in her diaries that in their fashion and 
overall appearance, the Poles “who are now the neigh-
bours of the Turks, seem inclinable in some measure to 
ape the grandeur and majesty of the seraglio.” In describ-
ing the “richly apparell’d” riders, she noted that “there is 
something in their magnificence, which looks very sav-
age.” Although Motteville found the arriving foreigners 
“for the most part so fat and slovenly, that they are loath-
some,” she nevertheless admitted that the ambassador’s 
entrée was performed “with abundance of solemnity, 
and the best decorum in the world.” She seemed almost 
surprised that “our French people instead of laughing at 
them, as they had intended, were forced to commend 
them … that their entry was very well worth our regard.”2 

Opaliński certainly did feel commended, and his 
pleasure at the embassy’s reception in Paris radiates in 
a letter he sent his brother a few days later. Peppering 
his Polish with Latin phrases in the style typical of the 
day, he wrote, “Everyone passim [everywhere] says that 
Paris has seen nihil simile [nothing similar] in wealth, 
appearance, and orderliness as this our entry. Hoc mi-
rum [It is remarkable] that even the courtiers marvel so 
wonderfully at our order, and praise our graciousness, 
language, attire, and everything else.”3 Given that he 
shouldered much of the expense of the embassy, 

Opaliński was deeply concerned with how it was per-
ceived, and he concluded an earlier letter, sent from 
Brussels, by expressing a desire that “we shall leave here, 
God willing, a remembrance of [our] good manners, ra-
tionality, and splendor.”4

The Italian artist Stefano della Bella (d. 1664) docu-
mented the Poles’ entry into Paris in fourteen drawings, 
likely in preparation for a series of never-executed etch-
ings. In one of them, the ambassador’s carefully choreo-
graphed retinue, composed of cavalry and infantrymen, 
steadily advances across the cream-colored paper  
(fig. 1). Like eddies within a greater flow, a few of the 
richly caparisoned horses spin and prance, displaying 
their riders’ garments from all sides. The drawings coin-
cide with the written record, visualizing Motteville’s 
descriptions of the entrants’ “very fine vests after the 
Turkish manner, over which, [sic] they wore a great 
cloak with long sleeves, which they let fall loosely by the 
horses [sic] sides. The buttons of both their vests and 
cloaks were rubies, diamonds, and pearls… . Their caps 
are furr’d, their heads shav’d.”5 Della Bella’s drawings 
give prominence to the voluminous, fur-trimmed robes 
worn by the members of Opaliński’s entourage, the 
splendor and strangeness of which likely contributed to 
the conflicted nature of the French noblewoman’s ac-
count.

Oscillating among fascination, admiration, and repul-
sion, Motteville’s reaction is typical of how Western 
Euro peans perceived Poles, Hungarians, and other East-
Central Europeans in the early modern period, based 
largely on how they looked. Even though Western styles 
of dress were common in Poland and Hungary, particu-
larly in the sixteenth century, many nobles from these 
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Fig. 1. Stefano della Bella, The Entry of Polish Ambassador Krzysztof Opaliński into Paris, 1645. Pen and brown ink, with brown 
wash and watercolor, over graphite. British Museum, London, inv. no. 1895,0617.396. (Photo: © Trustees of the British Mu-
seum)

areas embraced a manner of dressing that was strongly 
influenced by Ottoman, and more broadly Eastern fash-
ions.6 Foreigners such as Motteville described this style 
of dress as “Turkish,” “Persian,”7 or “Jewish,” and even 
“Japanese,”8 revealing that early modern viewers drew 
on their knowledge or idea of what was Ottoman, or 
“Oriental,” in order to understand the clothing of East-
Central Europeans.9 This essay will question how the 
Polish and Hungarian nobilities’ Ottomanizing fashions 
were perceived both at home and abroad, and how they 
were consciously deployed in expectation of, or re-
sponse to, those perceptions. It will also examine why 
these fashions were so readily accepted, when they 
stemmed from a religiously, culturally, and politically 
hostile source.

A portrait of the Orthodox Ruthenian nobleman and 
military commander Roman Fedorowicz Sanguszko (d. 
1571) displays many of the defining elements of Eastern-
influenced Polish and Hungarian dress (fig. 2).10 San-
guszko is depicted en pied, his left hand resting on the 
hilt of his sword, which is likely a curved saber of Eastern 
origin, known in Polish as a karabela. His high-necked, 
long-sleeved żupan (tunic), made of a pale patterned 
gray fabric, is closed at the front and reaches just past 
his knees.11 Over it Sanguszko wears a heavier, almost 
floor-length kontusz (outer kaftan or pelisse) in red vel-
vet fastened across his chest with golden acorn-shaped 

clasps. The coat’s interior, lined with dark fur, opens out-
ward over his shoulders to form a collar. Two long, al-
most wing-like bands of crimson cloth constitute the 
decorative hanging sleeves, which are slashed open and 
thrown over the back so as to allow the arms free move-
ment. He wears high yellow leather boots of a type that 
was imported en masse from the Ottoman Empire.12 A 
gold and jeweled ceremonial buzdygan mace, either im-
ported or produced locally in imitation of Ottoman 
models, lies on the table next to him.13 

The garments in which Sanguszko was portrayed cor-
respond to the basic forms of early modern Ottoman 
costume described by the fashion historian Charlotte 
Jirousek. She explains that “the layering of coats is a par-
ticular characteristic of Turkish dress, creating a silhou-
ette that muffled the body form and equated luxurious 
dress with modesty and bulk. The layers were not mere-
ly worn on top of the other, they were designed and ar-
ranged so as to reveal the materials of all the layers, to 
sumptuous effect.”14 The careful layering of coats so as 
to reveal their luxurious fabrics is evident in the Ruthe-
nian nobleman’s portrait, even if they are closely fitted 
to his torso rather than bulky and loose. Although East-
Central European individuals favored long garments, in 
the 1656 portrait by Benjamin Block (d. 1689) of the Hun-
garian count and judge Ferenc III Nádasdy (d. 1671)  
(fig. 3), the nobleman wears an example of a mid-length 
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Fig. 2. Unknown Polish painter, Roman Fedorowicz Sanguszko, early seventeenth century. Oil on canvas. Muzeum Okręgowe 
w Tarnowie, Tarnów, inv. no. MT-A-M/391. (Photo: Robert Moździerz)
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coat. The Ottomanizing qualities of his outfit are never-
theless evident in the characteristic layering of gar-
ments, and the overcoat’s brilliant red color, flared cut, 
long slit sleeves, elaborate fastenings, and decorative 
borders.15

I term the recourse to Eastern modes of dress by the 
economically and politically powerful nobilities in Po-
land and Hungary “Ottomanization” to distinguish it 
from the related phenomena of turquerie, which was, in 
general, a matter of taste, and Orientalization, which 
represented a later form of “cultural colonialism.”16 Even 
if the Ottomanization of fashion undoubtedly shared 
certain characteristics with both of these, it was funda-
mentally an act of self-definition within a group in re-

sponse to an intricate set of societal pressures. Some of 
the factors that enabled the popularization of such fash-
ions included a perceived proximity to the Islamic East; 
the intellectual conceit, which reached an apogee in the 
seventeenth century, that the Polish and Hungarian no-
bilities were descended from Eastern peoples known as 
the Sarmatians and the Scythians, as opposed to Roman 
stock; and a vigorous exchange and appropriation of Ot-
toman and Iranian commodities, many kinds of which 
were eventually copied locally.17 More important than 
these enabling factors, however, was the concurrent de-
stabilization of royal rule and strengthening of the noble 
class in both Poland and Hungary, which catalyzed 
these other factors to full effect. The rift between the 
royal milieu and the nobility, the effects of which will be 
explained through group polarization theory, led the lat-
ter to seek an alternative to Western styles of dress that 
were popular at the court, ultimately turning to the East. 

In the polarized context of early modern East-Central 
Europe, I argue, the premeditated choice to present one-
self in Occidentalizing or Ottomanizing fashions adver-
tised not only stylistic sensibilities but also political 
affiliation and group allegiance. Fashion, with its malle-
ability, capacity for propagandistic advertisement, and 
ability to structure external perceptions, was much 
more than an expression of personal taste. For the East-
Central European nobleman, constantly negotiating his 
identity in a shifting sociocultural landscape, it was an 
indispensable tool for addressing the exigencies of a 
complex political situation. 

“GARMENTS OF VARIOUS AND DIVERSE NATIONS”: 
THE BEGINNINGS OF OTTOMANIZATION IN 

POLAND AND HUNGARY

Studies of intercultural exchange between Europe and 
the Ottoman Empire have focused primarily on Italy and 
the Mediterranean arena,18 and Northern Europe.19 
While the Ottomans’ interactions with their northern 
neighbors Poland and Hungary have been examined in 
a number of excellent archivally-based documentary 
histories,20 less attention has been devoted to the im-
pact of these encounters on the visual arts and material 
culture of these realms.21 Focusing on the Ottomaniza-

Fig. 3. Benjamin Block, Ferenc III Nádasdy, 1656. Oil on can-
vas. Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum, Tôrténelmi Képcsarnok, 
 Budapest, inv. no. TKCs 2321. (Photo: Judit Kardos)
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tion of costume in East-Central Europe greatly contrib-
utes to our understanding of what William Dalrymple 
has called the “porous frontiers of Islam and Christen-
dom,”22 and offers myriad possibilities for conceptual 
interpretations. For example, the appropriation of the 
fashion of a culturally distinct group to form one’s own 
mode of self-definition becomes a way of symbolically 
subjugating the Other, who is simultaneously feared, 
derided, and admired. The display of costly objects and 
materials is a way to peacock and demonstrate superflu-
ity, while the focus on trophies of war—as often made 
and purchased locally as actually won in combat—sig-
nals military supremacy.23 Nevertheless, many studies 
have insufficiently probed the motivations behind the 
rise of Ottomanizing tastes in Poland and Hungary, in-
stead positing a simplified causal relation between the 
widespread availability of Eastern objects and garments 
and the subsequent popularity of Ottomanizing styles 
of dress. 24 Studies that place undue emphasis on the 
role of objects as catalysts exemplify the incomplete ap-
proach to the study of Ottomanizing fashions:25 the 
mere availability of such items is not sufficient to ex-
plain why by the seventeenth century they had become 
constitutive elements of the Polish and Hungarian na-
tional dress and external manifestations of a social and 
political identity.26

In sixteenth-century Poland and Hungary, however, 
Ottoman-inspired fashions were still but one sartorial 
option available among many, and more a matter of 
taste than of politics.27 In 1551 the humanist scholar An-
drzej Frycz Modrzewski (d. 1572) observed, “He who 
dons an Italian cope in the morning, will then in the 
evening wear a Turkish fałszura (a long overcoat) and 
kołpak (a high hat of Turkish origin, known as a kalpak 
in Turkish), and white or red leather slippers.”28 Making 
a similar observation thirty years later, the Veronese-
born soldier and humanist Alessandro Guagnini (d. 
1614) wrote, “The inhabitants [of Poland] wear the gar-
ments of various and diverse nations, especially of Ital-
ians, Spaniards, and Hungarians … while others dress in 
the German, Turkish, Moscovian, and Bohemian man-
ner.”29 Garments of Eastern and Western provenance, 
both of which were common in mid-sixteenth-century 
Poland, were freely mixed and matched. The Hungarian-
born king Stephen Bathory (r. 1576–86) further  cemented 

the popularity of Eastern dress in Poland with his elec-
tion to its throne in 1576.30 This is because Ottoman 
fashions had already permeated into Hungary by the 
fifteenth century, following the first Ottoman invasion 
of Hungarian territories in the 1390s and especially dur-
ing the reign of King Matthias Corvinus (r. 1458–90), 
whose adaptation of Ottoman vestiary customs will  
be discussed below.31 In Martin Kober’s 1583 portrait, the 
Polish king  Bathory sports what would become the de-
finitive set of Ottomanizing garments in much of East-
Central Europe: a voluminous red kontusz (itself a loan 
word to Polish from the Hungarian köntös) with hanging 
sleeves that open to reveal a second set of sleeves be-
longing to the patterned żupan tunic underneath; and 
bright yellow Turkish boots (fig. 4). As early as by the 
first quarter of the seventeenth century Polish and Hun-
garian fashions were so similar in their Ottomanization 
that the Hungarian traveler Márton Szepsi Csombor 
noted that “Polish men’s costumes once differed from 
those of the Hungarians, while today these differences 
are very few in number, since both nations show a pre-
dilection for Turkish attire.”32 

COMPARING OTTOMAN AND EAST-CENTRAL 
EUROPEAN FASHIONS

Textual descriptions like Modrzewski’s help us grasp the 
fluid ephemerality of fashion in the period, which al-
lowed an elite individual to embody multiple political 
and social personalities, even within the span of one day. 
In portraits, however, this fluidity congealed into the 
one outfit that the sitter chose to be made permanent 
for posterity. Such images, although contrived and sub-
jective, contribute much to our knowledge about fash-
ions of the past, particularly as so few garments have 
survived. In Poland and Hungary, portraiture depicting 
noble sitters in Ottomanizing dress was one of the cata-
lysts that eventually led to the popularization of these 
fashions across a broad cross section of society.33 This 
resonates with cultural anthropologist Arjun Appadu-
rai’s explanation that “elite tastes, in general, have [a] 
‘turnstile’ function, selecting from exogenous possibili-
ties and then providing models, as well as direct political 
controls, for internal tastes and production.”34
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 portraits of Polish and Hungarian noblemen in Otto-
manizing garb. A comparison of Sanguszko’s portrait, 
discussed above (see fig. 2), with a printed depiction of 
a sixteenth-century Ottoman janissary, identified as Aga 
Capitano Generale de Giannizzeri (Agha [ağa in Turkish] 
General Captain of the Janissaries), after drawings by 
the French traveler Nicolas de Nicolay (1517–83), reveals 
the extent to which Ottoman models shaped the tradi-
tional Polish nobleman’s outfit of the period (fig. 5).35 
The differences are small. The janissary captain’s long 
overcoat is buttoned in its entirety, in contrast to San-
guszko’s rakishly open kontusz, and the long fastenings 
that cross the agha’s torso like the rungs of a ladder are 
markedly different from Sanguszko’s acorns, though 
variations on fastenings appear frequently in other Pol-
ish and Hungarian portraits of the period. A print by 
Aegidius Sadeler II of the Transylvanian prince, Gabriel 
Bethlen (d. 1629), shows another type of fastening, called 
frogging, which adorns the mente (a short overcoat, of-
ten lined with fur) he wears over his belted dolmány (a 
long or mid-length close-fitting jacket, buttoned at the 
throat) (fig. 6).36

While the similarities between Sanguszko’s dress and 
that of the agha of the janissaries from Nicolay’s print 
are undeniable, it is impossible to establish their accu-
racy. Sanguszko’s portrait is an early seventeenth-cen-
tury copy of a lost original done from life,37 while the 
costume of the Ottoman figure was filtered through the 
biases of a number of foreign individuals—the traveler, 
engraver, and printer—before being further dissemi-
nated. There are, however, Ottoman-made images from 
the late sixteenth century in which we can observe sim-
ilarly cut and ornamented garments.38 One rich source 
for early modern Ottoman fashions is the manuscript 
Sūrnāme-i Hümāyūn (Imperial Festival Book) of 1582, 
which depicts guild processions in the Istanbul Hippo-
drome during the celebrations organized by Murad III 
(r. 1574–95) on the occasion of his son’s circumcision 
(fig. 7).39 The two dozen or so members of the arrow-
smiths’ guild process in front of the sultan, as was typical 
in the lengthy festivities, during which different groups 
such as state officials, guild members, and farmers pre-
sented him with gifts.40 Aside from variations in color, 
ranging from pink and red to light blue, violet, and navy, 
the dress of each individual fletcher in the procession is 

Fig. 4. Martin Kober, Stephen Bathory, 1583. Oil on canvas. 
Muzeum Historyczno-Misyjne Księży Misjonarzy (Historical-
Missionary Museum of the Congregation of the Mission), 
Kraków. (Photo: Michał Grychowski)

In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, 
men’s fashions as rendered in varied visual sources, and 
from distinct cultural areas, are remarkably similar. 
These include Ottoman painted miniatures, costume 
books made by Western European travelers, and 
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Fig. 5. Anton van Leest after engraving by Louis Danet, Aga Capitano Generale de Giannizzeri (Agha Janissary Captain), 
based on Nicolas de Nicolay’s drawing of ca. 1551. From N. de Nicolay, Le navigationi et viaggi nella Turchia (Antwerp: 
Guiglielmo Siluio, 1577), fol. 160. Woodcut, Typ 530.77.606, Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. ( Photo: 
© President and Fellows of Harvard College) 
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Fig. 6. Aegidius Sadeler II, Gabriel Bethlen, Prince of Transyl-
vania, 1620. Engraving. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, inv. no. 
RP-P-1972-48. (Photo: courtesy of the Rijksmuseum)

Fig. 7. Unknown Ottoman court painter, Procession at the 
Hippodrome, detail showing members of the arrowsmiths’ 
guild. From the Sūrnāme-i Hümāyūn (Imperial Festival 
Book), 1582. Watercolor on paper. Topkapı Palace Museum, 
Istanbul, H.1344, fols. 109v–110r. (Photo: Walter B.  Denny, 
courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum)

nearly identical, consisting of a long-sleeved tunic and 
an overcoat with decorative fastenings, both floor 
length.41 In some cases, the sleeves of the overcoats 
reach the elbows, while in others they are long and 
slashed at the shoulder, much as in the portrait of San-
guszko and Nicolay’s print of the agha.42 Each turban-
wearing individual carries a bound bundle of arrows, the 
symbol and product of his craft. Thus while accuracy 
cannot be verified, the visual similarities of dress de-
picted in images from independent and diverse locales 
grant them comparative legitimacy. 

One scholar has remarked that by the late seven-
teenth century Polish and Ottoman fashions were sup-
posedly so similar that before the Battle of Vienna of 
1683 the Polish king John III Sobieski (r. 1674–96) or-
dered his soldiers to wear straw cockades lest their allies 

mistake them for the Ottomans against whom they were 
fighting.43 Sobieski’s concern is illustrated by the 1633 
etching of Johann Wilhelm Baur (d. 1642) entitled Batta-
glia Polacha co[n]tra Turchi (Polish Battle against 
Turks), which depicts a fictive skirmish between Polish 
and Ottoman soldiers. In the artist’s imagining of the 
encounter, the combatants are virtually indistinguish-
able, dressed in similar flowing overcoats and wielding 
nearly identical scimitars (fig. 8).44 Only their head cov-
erings are different: the Poles sport what appear to be 
brimmed fur hats, while the Ottomans wear bulbous 
turbans.

In European visual culture since the late Middle Ages, 
the turban could be used to depict any non-Catholic in-
dividual,45 including Jews, Pagans, and Protestants, who 
were thereby associated with Islam’s supposed here-
sies.46 Among the Ottomans, in contrast, headgear was 
highly regulated, with specific types of head coverings 
and colors of fabric restricted by law to various social, 
political, professional, and religious groups.47 For in-
stance, only Muslim males could wear turbans, and this 
privilege extended even after death, with carved turbans 
often topping the gravestones of Muslim state officials. 
Turbans never entered into the local sartorial tradition 
in Poland and Hungary, even though the local elites cov-
eted nearly every other type of Ottoman object, includ-
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ing the hat known as the kalpak, which was of Eastern 
provenance. The strong association of the turban with 
Islam’s imagined perversion of the social and religious 
order appears to have prevented its adoption by the 
multiconfessional nobilities of both these polities. In-
stead, noblemen, unencumbered by the norms that ex-
isted in the Islamic world, often chose to be portrayed 
without head coverings of any sort, revealing the char-
acteristically shaved head with a single lock of hair at the 
top that has also been shown to have an Eastern, likely 
Tatar, origin.48

Even the Crimean Tatar diplomat Dedesh Agha, a 
Muslim man who frequently traveled to Poland, was 

portrayed with his head uncovered in the royal painter 
Daniel Schultz’s 1664 group portrait of the envoy with 
his family and retinue (fig. 9).49 That the aging sitter 
holds a feathered kalpak in his right hand, rather than 
wearing it, points not only to his acculturation and ease 
at the Polish court but also to the lesser symbolic impor-
tance granted to headgear in Poland than in his native 
milieu and in the Ottoman Empire, where an uncovered 
head was a sign of humiliation.50 The painting, which 
presents the diplomat surrounded by courtly atten-
dants, including a falconer and a dwarf, is a catalogue of 
mid-seventeenth-century men’s fashions and an exer-
cise in the depiction of leisurely masculinity. Dedesh 

Fig. 8. Johann Wilhelm Baur, Battles of Different Nations: Battaglia Polacha co[n]tra Turchi (Battle of Poles against Turks), 
1636. Etching. Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Museum, Anonymous Fund for the Acquisition of Prints Older than 150 Years, 
inv. no. S11.10.3. (Photo: Imaging Department © President and Fellows of Harvard College) 
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Fig. 9. Daniel Schultz the Younger, Crimean Envoy Dedesh Agha and His Retinue, 1664. Oil on canvas. The State Hermitage 
Museum, St. Petersburg, inv. no. GE-8540. (Photo: Vladimir Terebenin, © The State Hermitage Museum)

Agha, who surveys the viewer with a raised eyebrow, 
and his attendants wear both stylistically Eastern and 
Western clothing in a wide range of opulent fabrics and 
with different types of fastenings. The men showcase 
different hairstyles, from the Crimean shaved forehead, 
which one of the attendants has removed his hat to 
proudly present, to the falconer’s full tresses, familiar 
from the nearly contemporaneous English royal por-
traits of Anthony van Dyck (d. 1641). The portrait, which 
places the sitter among varied cultural references, dem-
onstrates the instability of positing any binary of Self 
and Other, Christian and Muslim, and Eastern and 
Western amid the fluid borders of East-Central Europe 
in the early modern period.

PERCEPTIONS OF OTTOMANS AND EAST-CENTRAL 
EUROPEANS AS OTHERS

Even though individuals from East-Central Europe en-
thusiastically embraced Ottoman fashions, they under-
stood the Ottomans as inherently different—socially, 
religiously, politically, and linguistically—from them-
selves. When they traveled to Western Europe, however, 
they were viewed as comparably exotic. After all, Fran-
çoise de Motteville’s simultaneous delight and disgust 
with “this barbarous nation”51 was a conflicted reaction 
to the Polish nobility’s peculiar appearance, which was 
very un-French but, above all, recognizably Eastern. 
Thus Edward Said’s binary of an undifferentiated Orient 
positioned against a similarly uniform Europe does not 
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suffice to explain the complex dance of imitation and 
hostility that Poland and Hungary developed in relation 
to the Ottomans, and how that relationship was subse-
quently perceived in the rest of Europe. The historian 
Aleksandra Koutny-Jones rightly argues for a more nu-
anced understanding of Said’s Europe, not as a mono-
lithic body to which the Orient, as a whole, is opposed, 
but as a multipartite body with differing polities, each of 
which had differing experiences of the East and different 
manners of assimilating and understanding it.52 Hun-
gary, for example, divided by the Ottoman Empire’s in-
roads into Central Europe in the 1540s, was itself 
partially Ottoman and partially Habsburg, while main-
taining a strong ethnically and linguistically Hungarian 
population in both parts.53

 The Ottoman Empire was a powerful and expansive 
Other and a state that was a pervasive concern: Said de-
scribes it as Europe’s “lasting trauma.” He notes that 
“until the end of the seventeenth century the ‘Ottoman 
peril’ lurked alongside Europe to represent for the whole 
of Christian civilization a constant danger, and in time 
European civilization incorporated that peril and its 
lore, its great events, figures, virtues, and vices, as some-
thing woven into the fabric of life.”54 In Poland and Hun-
gary, the Ottoman influence became physically woven 
into the fabric of the textiles, sashes, tents, and carpets 
made locally in factories specializing in the production 
of goods that closely emulated highly desired Eastern 
models. Moreover, original Ottoman textiles decorated 
with traditional patterns, such as crescents, triple-spot 
motifs, tulips, and çintamani (auspicious jewel), which 
were either purchased or plundered as booty were oc-
casionally reworked into familiar, useable forms as 
copes, chasubles, and other types of liturgical vest-
ments.55

A seventeenth-century velvet brocade chasuble from 
Saint Adalbert’s Church in the village of Kościelec 
Pińczowski in southern Poland is an example of such a 
reworking (fig. 10). An off-center L-shaped band cuts 
through the large, nestled circles of the çintamani pat-
tern, dividing the vestment into two sections. This as-
symetry, unexpected and infrequent in such objects, 
suggests that the chasuble was cut from a larger textile, 
likely a wall hanging, with the band originally separating 
the hanging’s border from its central rectangular field.56 

No piece of the original object was wasted, it appears, as 
a mortcloth, stole, and liturgical chalice cover were also 
cut from the same textile.57 The appropriation of an ex-
otic commodity and its transformation into liturgical 
objects by a Polish craftsman exemplify the way in 
which ornamental and aesthetic values were retained 
but recast into recognizable terms. But the creation of a 
hybrid object like the Kościelec chasuble, which embod-
ies the labor of both the Ottoman weaver and the Polish 
tailor, must also be read as a polysemic act with varying 
political, religious, aesthetic, and cultural connotations. 
The beauty of the textile’s design, with the contrast of 
repeating circles in silver and gold thread on a dark 
purple background, may have been the principal justifi-
cation for its use as a vestment in a Baroque church. 
Nevertheless, the cutting and reworking to which it was 
subjected may also be read as acts of physical and meta-
phorical aggression on a commodity produced by an 
“infidel” Other and plundered from him in battle, allow-
ing for its appropriation into a Christian context.

At the same time, the visual appearance of an object, 
and particularly a textile, was not unambiguously cor-
related with its Eastern or Western provenance. Many 
Ottoman garments, including those worn at the court of 
Süleyman the Magnificent (r. 1520–66), were imported 
from Italy,58 while many of the textiles with Eastern 
decorative motifs that were used to make Polish noble-
men’s stylistically Ottomanizing outfits were, in fact, 
produced in Italy, France, and Germany for the Polish 
market, in imitation of Ottoman models.59 The wide-
spread circulation of goods, through trade, conflict, and 
gift exchange, and of influences, through prints and cos-
tume books, explains such occasionally confounding 
complexity.60

In spite of their exoticism and their imitation and ap-
propriation of Eastern styles, Poles and Hungarians were 
seen by Westerners as allies against the Ottoman threat, 
and certainly they thought of themselves as such. Nu-
merous texts consistently reaffirm each country’s status 
as the antemurale Christianitatis, or “bulwark of Chris-
tendom.” For example, in 1621, Jerzy Ossoliński (d. 1650), 
ambassador of the Polish king Sigismund III Vasa (r. 
1587–1632), arrived in London to deliver an oration to 
King James VI and I (r. 1567–1625) at the Palace of White-
hall, beseeching him to aid Poland in its dealings with 
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Fig. 10. Unknown Ottoman weaver and unknown Polish tailor, chasuble, seventeenth century. Velvet brocade textile with 
çintamani motif. Parish church of Saint Adalbert, Kościelec, Poland. (Photo: Tomasz Babik)
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the Ottoman Empire.61 The text, translated into English 
and published with the original Latin in pamphlet form 
in the following year, appealed both to the English king’s 
magnanimity and to his strategic understanding of the 
threat at hand:

The long concealed poyson in the brest of the Ottomans, 
hath now at length broke forth and the maske of many 
yeeres faigned friendship laid aside, Poland, the strongest 
bulwarke of the Christian world, is assaulted with the 
universall fury of the barbarous. The East is filled with 
noise of preparation for warre, the seas are loaden with 
navies, Asia is ioyn’d to Europe, and what forces Affrica 
affords, are arm’d for our destruction.62

Such language was commonplace in countries that in-
teracted with non-Christian states, given that Europe 
had, since the Middle Ages, as Rhys Jones and Richard 
Phillips have argued, “positioned itself in relation to a 
dominant Islam, which Europeans constructed as the 
predominant binary opposite of and threat to Christian-
ity.”63 In Poland and in Hungary, the constant stream of 
warmongering anti-Ottoman literature familiarized 
readers with, as one scholar explains, the “Muslim East 
through the prism of religious hatred and anti-Turkish 
clichés.”64 These clichés, which emerge in Ossoliński’s 
language to describe the specter of a potentially con-
quered Poland as an open gateway for the Ottomans, 
“yielding easiest access into all parts of Europe,”65 were 
a longstanding, codified topos. Already in the thirteenth 
century the Hungarian king Béla IV (r. 1235–70) warned 
Pope Innocent IV (r. 1243–54): “Should [Hungary] be 
overtaken by the Tatars, she will be for them like an 
open gate to other regions of the Catholic faith.”66 

PERCEPTIONS OF DISTANCE AND MYTHOLOGIES 
OF EASTERN ORIGIN AMONG THE NOBILITIES OF 

EAST-CENTRAL EUROPE

The Ottoman Empire’s expansion into continental Eu-
rope in the fifteenth century commenced what one 
scholar has called “a long and confusing series of inter-
ventions” along its fluctuating borders with Poland-
Lithua nia, Hungary, Transylvania, Wallachia, and the 
territories of the Crimean Tatars and the Cossacks.67 
Spectacular but often exaggerated accounts of war and 

the large quantities of booty acquired during periods of 
actual conflict have distorted our understanding of the 
complex relationship among these polities, particularly 
in studies of cultural influences and interactions.68 Only 
recently has scholarship begun to examine the peaceful, 
rather than bellicose, relationship between the Otto-
mans and their northern neighbors between the fif-
teenth and eighteenth centuries, noting that even if 
their relationship was frequently tense, polities in the 
region were typically not at war; war was the excep-
tion.69 

If, as Michel de Certeau suggested, “there is no spatial-
ity that is not organized by the determination of fron-
tiers,” and space is structured through the act of its 
partition, then it is the very presence of a frontier that 
makes possible the “isolation and interplay of different 
spaces.”70 Frontiers and boundaries were a fundamental 
component of how the Poles and Hungarians, and the 
Ottomans, conceptualized their relationship to one 
 another. Much attention was devoted to maintaining 
them with hopes of isolation, while fearing that they 
might be traversed for the purpose of conquest and 
eradication. The geographer Edward Soja’s distinction 
among physical, mental, and social spaces, which “inter-
relate and overlap,”71 is instructive when thinking about 
this frontier fixation, and the related issue of the aware-
ness of proximity. Soja’s spaces include the “physical 
space of material nature,” that is, absolute distance (e.g., 
“The distance between Kraków and Istanbul is 1,225 ki-
lometers”), and the “mental space of cognition and rep-
resentation,”72 or how the subject imagines the absolute 
distance as an obstacle or buffer, mapping it cognitively 
(e.g., “I think that Kraków is near to/far from the Otto-
man Empire”). Soja’s understanding of spatiality as a 
fluctuating “set of relations between individuals and 
groups” pertains not only to modern times.73 In the trea-
tise Polonia of 1632, for example, the historian and priest 
Szymon Starowolski (d. 1656) described the location of 
various cities in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 
specifically by their proximity to non-Christian peoples. 
He positioned the city of Kiev “near the Tatars,” while 
the province of Bratslav (Bracław in Polish) is “beyond 
Podolia … placed on a common border with the Ta-
tars.”74 In Starowolski’s “mental space of cognition,” 
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these locales were considered to be in general proximity 
to the broadly understood East, given that the Tatars 
were vassals of the Ottomans, even if the absolute dis-
tance to territories ruled by the Ottoman Empire could 
be quite significant, depending on where in Poland one 
was. 

Hungary had a much more immediate relationship to 
the Ottomans, given that the footprint of Ottoman mili-
tary incursion had divided the historic lands of Hungary 
into separately governed, antagonistic polities. Nora 
Berend has observed that Hungary “remained at the in-
tersection of the Turkic-nomad, Byzantine and Roman 
Christian cultures… . This was a frontier existence of la 
longue durée.”75 In similar terms, Kathryn A. Ebel has 
shown that the Ottomans themselves viewed their bor-
ders “not as a line but as a space in which the control of 
the centre attenuated towards the periphery or was 
exer cised only intermittently,” claiming that they 
“ understood, managed and visualized the geographical 
limits of the state as a zonal frontier enforced by border 
towns.”76 Building on Berend’s and Ebel’s parallel argu-
ments, one could argue that, as a whole, the Polish and 
Hungarian mentalities of the early modern period came 
to inhabit the liminal space of the border territory with 
the Ottoman Empire, never fully understanding its lim-
its. 

The Poles’ and Hungarians’ perception of their own 
proximity to the Ottomans and Tatars conceptually lo-
cated them in the East, as did preconceptions drawn 
from Ptolemaic geographic distinctions that identified 
the territories of Poland, termed “Sarmatia Europea,” as 
having belonged to the Iranian Sarmatians, and those of 
Hungary to the Huns or the Scythians.77 Both percep-
tions have been correctly associated with the Ottoman-
ization of tastes in early modern Poland and Hungary. 
The Eastern, rather than Roman, origin myths of Sarma-
tism and Scythianism were independently and enthusi-
astically accepted among Polish and Hungarian 
intellectuals and nobles. For example, in 1633, twelve 
years after his English sojourn, Jerzy Ossoliński was dis-
patched as the head of a delegation to Pope Urban VIII 
(r. 1623–44). During his address he described his native 
Sarmatia as “impervious to the weapons of the Romans, 
[but] surrendered to the Roman religion,” combining a 
claim of Eastern lineage with a declaration of faithful 

Catholicism.78 The term “Sarmatia,” however, was used 
to describe more than just the geographical territory of 
Poland and Ukraine and the Eastern lineage of its now 
Christian peoples. Among its many meanings, “Sarma-
tia” and “Sarmatian” were also used as distinctive terms 
for the nobility, to describe Poland as a political entity, 
and to distinguish the northern Slavs as a discrete eth-
nicity.79 The idea of Sarmatia was thus connected to the 
development of a new awareness of geographic place, 
political and ethnic concepts of nation, and social class. 
Under the aegis of the Sarmatian and Scythian origin 
myths, Polish and Hungarian noblemen could dress in 
Ottomanizing fashions while espousing the arguments 
presented in virulently anti-Ottoman texts. The texts 
condemned the Ottomans as present-day usurpers and 
infidels; the fashions, on the other hand, appealed to a 
notion of ancient and noble pre-Islamic Easternness, 
even if they were in actuality based on contemporary 
Ottoman garments.80

As we have seen, Polish travelers to the West con-
sciously fostered the notion of an Eastern lineage. Dur-
ing the already discussed embassy to Papal Rome, 
Ossoliński entered Rome with an extensive and sumptu-
ous retinue that even included camels. This spectacle 
was interpreted in Italy as a show of exotic opulence, 
and the Polish penchant for extravagant display was ea-
gerly discussed.81 In truth, however, camels were never 
a common means of transportation in Poland. Their in-
clusion in the showy entrance procession of 1633 was a 
gesture of conscious and carefully planned Ottomaniz-
ing self-fashioning: of Ossoliński himself, and, given his 
role as the king’s plenipotentiary, of Poland’s image 
abroad.82 By including camels in their entrance proces-
sion, the Poles in Ossoliński’s delegation seem to have 
consciously played with the European opinion of irra-
tionality and “mysteriously attractive” excess, which as 
Said argued, had been, since as far back as Aeschylus’s 
The Persians, associated with the East.83 

In Hungary, the epic poem Szigeti veszedelem (The 
Siege of Sziget) by the military commander Miklós 
Zrínyi (d. 1664), written between 1645 and 1648, demon-
strates the persisting popularity of the Eastern origin 
myth. The God-narrator, who describes the Hungarians’ 
ultimate defeat against the Ottomans at Szigetvár in 
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1566, reminds the reader of the Hungarians’ Eastern 
provenance, stating: 

From Scythia, I say, I brought them out, 
As from Egypt, the Jewish peoples. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  
In Pannonia, flowing with milk and honey,
I established them in Hungary.84 

In this interpretation, Central Asian Scythia, like Sarma-
tia for the Poles, replaces Rome as the cradle of Hungar-
ian civilization.

Book culture promoted the dissemination and popu-
larization of these Eastern origin myths across Europe 
because Latin sources were widely understood, while 
texts on the subject in Polish or Hungarian were often 
quickly translated into French, German, and Italian.85 
Motteville’s memoir attests to the popularity of such in-
vented notions:

This winter, there was a second embassy of the Poles 
which was fine and worthy [of] our curiosity, for it rep-
resented to us that ancient magnificence which passed 
from the Medes to the Persians, whose luxury is so fine-
ly painted to us by the antient authors. Tho’ the Scyth-
ians were never reckoned men of pleasure, yet their 
descendants, who are now the neighbours of the Turks, 
seem inclinable in some measure to ape the grandeur 
and majesty of the Seraglio. There still appeared in them 
some faces of their old barbarity.86

Motteville does not use the term “Sarmatian,” perhaps 
having confused it with the Scythians of her description. 
She does, however, firmly locate their supposed descen-
dants, the Poles she observes arriving in Paris, in the 
Eastern realm. The Polish nobility in Opaliński’s em-
bassy is, in Motteville’s opinion, directly descended from 
the Medes, the Persians, and then the Scythians, provid-
ing them a veritable lineage of Otherness and exoticism. 
That they should “ape” the Ottomans is not surprising, 
given that the two are neighbors and, she believes, de-
scended from the same Eastern stock. While the Scyth-
ian origin myth was not as widespread among the 
Hungarian nobility of the period as was the Sarmatian 
myth in Poland, Motteville’s description makes it clear 
that for Western Europeans the Sarmatian and the 
Scythian, as well as their respective descendants, could 
be easily confused.87

LOOT AND IMPORT: COMMODITIES AS ENABLERS 
OF OTTOMANIZATION

As discussed above, easy access to Ottoman-made ob-
jects, as imports in times of peace or as booty in times of 
war, assisted the Ottomanization of the nobility’s care-
fully tended image. From the late fifteenth century on-
ward, and culminating in the seventeenth century, a 
market for Ottoman goods—particularly textiles and 
carpets—developed in Russia88 and across East-Central 
Europe.89 At the same time, furs, broadcloth, and met-
alwares were purchased in Poland and Lithuania for sale 
in Istanbul and Edirne.90 In Poland, the large Armenian 
population that resided in many Polish cities served as 
an intermediary for trade with the East.91 In 1632 Staro-
wolski wrote, “[the Armenians] gladly dwell in the King-
dom of Poland on account of their avarice, and they 
provide us with various commodities, partly from Persia, 
partly from the Turkish Kingdom, and also especially 
horses of good stock.”92 Indeed, in the seventeenth cen-
tury, negotiations between Poland and the Safavid rul-
ers of Iran for the purpose of establishing an alliance 
against the Ottomans led to amicable relations and, con-
sequently, an increase in trade. That Safavid luxury 
goods were highly valued in Poland may be seen in a 
portrait of the young nobleman Stanisław Tęczyński (d. 
1634) (fig. 11), whose luxurious cream-colored, fur-lined 
kontusz and żupan in the same color are offset by a thick, 
multihued rug with floral patterns.93 Based on its orna-
mental motifs, the rug has been identified as coming 
from Kashan, a city in the province of Isfahan in present-
day Iran.94 In Tęczyński’s time, too, the differences 
between Ottoman and Safavid carpets would have been 
recognizable to many buyers, given that their provenan-
ce was reflected in their prices.95 Eastern and stylisti-
cally Eastern objects—the rug, Turkish boots, scimitar, 
fur hat, and Ottomanizing garments—were ubiquitous 
in the surroundings of an East-Central European noble-
man like Tęczyński, and formative to his image. 

When trade was interrupted during brief periods of 
military conflict, Ottoman objects continued to flow 
into Poland and Hungary as spoils of war. Appadurai 
notes that booty “always has a special symbolic inten-
sity,” because the very act of diversion of an object, that 
is, its removal from its expected context, causes “the 
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 enhancement of value [emphasis mine]…. Diversions of 
things combine the aesthetic impulse, the entrepreneur-
ial link and the touch of the morally shocking.”96 Objects 
acquired as loot are prized because they connote vic-
tory in war and carry an association of bravery, exotica, 
and distant provenance. By being worn on or around the 
body of the captor, booty bestows these qualities direct-
ly onto the wearer, becoming part of his or her own 
mode of representation. 

Ottoman weapons, for example, can be found spo-
radically in sixteenth-century inventories from East-
Central Europe, but appear en masse beginning in the 
early seventeenth century, a development that one 
scholar connects to heightened military activity in the 
period.97 An anonymous letter preserved in Houghton 
Library at Harvard University describes Polish-Ottoman 
military skirmishes in the area of Kamianets-Podilskyi, 
Khotyn, and Lviv in the early 1670s and corroborates the 
increase in looting of arms and weapons alongside lux-
ury goods. The author of the letter lists a large quantity 
of weapons first, noting that “Our men captured one 
hundred and twenty five missiles [emphasis mine], Turk-
ish horses, camels, expensive garments of gold and sil-
ver, and other things in great quantities.”98 

Other weapons that were commonly appropriated as 
war plunder included sabers and kalkan shields. A por-
trait of the nobleman Wincenty Gosiewski (d. 1662) at-
tributed to painter Daniel Schultz (fig. 12)99 depicts the 
nobleman in a chain mail armor worn over a red, long-
sleeved coat. Gosiewski holds a raised spear and a round, 
golden-colored shield decorated with jewels and metal 
cutouts, similar to known seventeenth-century Otto-
man kalkans, including one that was looted after the 
Battle of Vienna in 1683 (fig. 13). The compositional 
prominence of the appropriated Ottoman shield in the 
painting suggests that the sitter valued it as an object for 
display—it was both beautiful and difficult to obtain, 
and therefore costly—thus advertising his ability to 
shoulder the monetary and physical expenses necessary 
to acquire it. It also hints at his readiness to aggressively 
engage the world outside the canvas, challenging the 
Islamic East with its own weapons. 

OTTOMANIZING FASHION AS A MARKER OF 
 POLITICAL ALLEGIANCE

The availability of Eastern or stylistically Eastern com-
modities certainly furthered the Polish and Hungarian 
nobility’s distinctly Ottomanizing manner of self-fash-
ioning but does not fully explain it. As we shall see, the 
role that Ottomanizing costume played among the no-
bility was to signal a protest against a Westernized court 
and against absolutist efforts by the Polish monarchy 
and by the Habsburgs in Hungary.100 

Fig. 11. Attributed to Tommaso Dolabella, Stanisław Tęc-
zyński, ca. 1633–34. Oil on canvas. Zamek Królewski na 
Wawelu (Wawel Royal Castle), Kraków, inv. no. dep. 935. 
(Photo: Stanisław Michta)
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Fig. 12. Attributed to Daniel Schultz the Younger, Wincenty 
Gosiewski, 1650–51. Oil on canvas. The Royal Collection of 
Stanisław August Poniatowski, Royal Łazienki Museum, War-
saw, inv. no. ŁKr 136. (Photo: Piotr Ceraficki, © Muzeum 
Łazienki Królewskie w Warszawie)

Fig. 13. Ottoman kalkan, mid-seventeenth century. Coiled 
reed, cotton thread, cloth of gold, embossed and gilded sheet 
silver, turquoises, spinels, emeralds, and jade. The object 
belongs to the collection of the Princes Czartoryski Founda-
tion, Kraków, inv. no. XIV-381.

In Poland, the rift between the court and the nobility 
may be traced to the beginning of the sixteenth century, 
when the executionist movement of the middle and 
lower nobility sought to reform political life by con-
straining the growing power of the highest echelons of 
the aristocracy, namely, the magnate class, and of the 
Crown.101 In 1573, after the death of the king, Sigismund 
Augustus (r. 1548–72), an elective monarchy was insti-
tuted in Poland, with the French prince Henry of Valois 
(r. 1573–75) chosen as the first king-elect. Upon appoint-
ment, Henry was required to accept the Articuli Henri-
ciani, also known as the Pacta Conventa (Articles of 
Agreement), which each subsequent elected king was 
also sworn to uphold. Of particular importance was the 

“De non praestanda oboedientia” article, which stipu-
lated that should the king not respect the laws of the 
commonwealth, the nobles were released from their 
oaths of allegiance and could act against him without 
fear of later retaliation.102 This article permitted the ex-
istence of the rokosz, which initially denoted a political 
gathering of the nobility but quickly became synony-
mous with an armed uprising against royal power. The 
1606–8 rokosz of Sandomierz, for example, when the 
Polish nobility rose up against King Sigismund III, was, 
in the words of one scholar, an expression of the “per-
manent opposition by the gentry [to the court] because 
of the threat to their freedom posed by the monarch’s 
absolutist designs.”103 It is not surprising that the 
strengthening of the antiroyalist executionist move-
ment coincided with the fullest development of Sarma-
tism as an intellectual project that bestowed a unique 
status and ancestry on the nobles.104 In contrast to West-
ern Europe’s absolutist courts, the Polish nobility advo-
cated the libertarian ideology of the so-called golden 
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freedom, characterized by a permanent, almost dog-
matic, opposition to the king and an ultimately crippling 
aversion to reform.105 As the electorate that chose each 
subsequent ruler by popular vote, the nobility possessed 
substantial influence over the monarchy, which repeat-
edly attempted and failed to reinstitute a hereditary 
system for the transfer of royal power.106 

There were eleven electoral convocations during Po-
land’s monarchical period, between 1573 and 1764, dur-
ing which various European factions backed the 
typically foreign candidates for the Polish throne.107 To 
illustrate the breadth of international involvement in 
Poland’s internal policy it suffices to mention the candi-
dates for the throne in the convocation of 1669: the Rus-
sian tsar, Aleksey Mikhailovich  Romanov, and his two 
sons; Louis de Bourbon, prince of Condé; Philip William 
of Neuburg, elector palatine; Charles Léopold Nicolas 
Sixte (later duke of Lorraine); and the Polish prince 
Michał Korybut Wiśniowiecki, who was eventually 
elected king (r. 1669–73).108 Foreign embroilment in 
matters of the Polish royal succession resulted in a so-
ciopolitical polarization between the Occidentalizing 
court, on one side, and the wide spectrum of Polish, 
Lithuanian, and Ruthenian noblemen on the other.109 
Nevertheless, the court-nobility divide was often 
crossed, and so, for example, Jerzy Ossoliński, a member 
of a powerful noble clan, represented the monarch as 
the ambassador of the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth to England or Rome.110 Paradoxically, in early 
modern Poland any individual could display highly Ot-
tomanizing tendencies in fashion that reflected his anti-
absolutist political position while concurrently being 
integrally connected to the royal milieu, and even rep-
resenting the monarchy’s interests abroad.

In Hungary, the extended Ottoman occupation of its 
historic territories, which began with the 1521 conquest 
of Belgrade by Süleyman I, contributed to a difficult po-
litical landscape. In 1526, the Hungarian nobility unsuc-
cessfully contested the accession of the Habsburg prince 
Ferdinand I (r. as Holy Roman Emperor 1558–64) to the 
Crowns of Hungary-Croatia, deeming him a German 
king.111 Tensions between the German Habsburgs and 
the ethnically Hungarian (but also Hungarized Slovak 
and Wallachian) nobility were a lasting state of affairs. 
For example, once it became clear that the Habsburgs 

did not want to risk open war against the Ottomans, in 
spite of recurring hopes that they might reunite Hun-
gary and conquer its Ottoman-occupied territories, in-
fluential Hungarian nobles turned against the Habsburg 
Holy Roman emperor. They included such figures as the 
warrior poet Miklós Zrínyi, Imre Thököly (d. 1705), and 
Ferenc Rákóczi (d. 1735), all of whom had previously 
been attached to the Habsburg court. As late as 1710, the 
English ambassador to the Habsburg court wrote that he 
noticed in the policy of the Habsburgs a “despotic pow-
er … to which People of all kinds are so averse, espe-
cially in the hands of the Germans, to whom they [the 
Hungarians] have an extreme Antipathy.”112 That the 
Germanic Habsburg court did not develop Ottomaniz-
ing tendencies may be attributed to the fact that the 
Habsburgs, who produced twelve Holy Roman emperors 
between 1452 and 1740, had an interest in drawing their 
lineage from ancient Rome rather than visually evoking 
the Turkish “usurpers” of Constantinople. Much as in 
Poland, in Hungary conflicts of policy exacerbated the 
divide between the royal and imperial court, which as-
pired to absolute rule, and the nobles obsessed with 
maintaining their own sovereignty.113 However, while 
the mechanisms of self-fashioning in Poland and in 
Hungary may have been driven by analogous anti-abso-
lutist currents and may have been visually instantiated 
in fashion and portraiture in similar ways, the Polish and 
Hungarian nobilities were not uncritical of each other, 
nor was the relationship between them always concor-
dant.114

In Poland and Hungary the rift between the nobility 
and royalty can be understood in terms of Daniel J. Isen-
berg’s group polarization theory, which has been ap-
plied to the study of how individuals who belong to 
conflicting groups behave in situations of disagreement. 
Isenberg posits that “people are constantly motivated 
both to perceive and to present themselves in a socially 
desirable light. In order to do this, an individual must be 
continually processing information about how other 
people present themselves, and adjusting his or her own 
self-presentation accordingly.”115 Although group polar-
ization theory was developed in relation to immaterial 
decision-making, I suggest that its applicability may be 
extended to presentation and self-fashioning as mani-
fested through the material expressions of fashion and 
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portraiture. As outwardly demonstrations of a given in-
dividual’s selfhood, these will also be subjected to psy-
chosocial group dynamics. In the Polish and Hungarian 
contexts, where the nobility was in near-constant dis-
agreement with the court as a matter of principle, each 
individual nobleman had to continuously position him-
self within the broader group to which he belonged. If 
Occidentalizing fashions were associated with the 
court’s international interests, then, logically, the group 
opposed to the court would rally around a fashion that 
was not French, Spanish, or German, but that could be 
claimed as distinctly Scythian or Sarmatian.

I suggest we take as true Isenberg’s claim that “once 
we [as individuals] determine how most other people 
present themselves, we present ourselves in a somewhat 
more favorable light. When all members of an interact-
ing group engage in the same comparing process, the 
result is an average shift in a direction of greater per-
ceived social value.”116 In this case, such a shift would 
strengthen political motivations by increasing the 
 visibility of Ottomanizing dress and accoutrement. With 
each individual contributing to this shift by adopting 
Eastern-style fashions, the cohort as a whole would 
 become visually distinct by means of a psychosocial 
mechanism deeply entrenched in the nature of group 
interaction.

In this context it bears reminding that in seventeenth-
century Western Europe political thinkers frequently 
invoked the figure of the Ottoman sultan to warn against 
the perversion and arbitrariness of absolutist power.117 
In Poland, however, Ottomanizing fashions did not in-
dicate support for an Ottoman mode of governance in 
the way that, for example, French fashions were under-
stood to be explicit political declarations in favor of the 
French model of absolute rule.118 Dressing in Ottoman-
izing national dress carried a symbolic message of op-
position to absolutism and European interventionism in 
Polish matters, without concurrently endorsing Otto-
man politics, religion, and social structures. In Transyl-
vania, however, where the Calvinist prince Gabriel 
Bethlen achieved his political aspirations with Ottoman 
support, local politics were tied up with Ottoman mat-
ters to a much greater extent than in Poland.119 Bethlen’s 
favoring of Ottoman fashions to the point that contem-
poraneous observers compared him to a “Turkish digni-

tary” (see fig. 6)120 was not only, as in Poland, a reaction 
to absolutist efforts on the part of a Western-oriented 
monarchy but may also be seen as an expression of 
strong political, if not religious, association with the Ot-
toman Empire. On the other hand, the Transylvanian 
military commander János Kemény (d. 1662), known for 
his open hostility toward the Ottoman-affiliated Crime-
an Tatars, who had captured him in 1657, also possessed 
a significant collection of Ottoman objects. It appears 
that coveting Ottoman goods could easily be reconciled 
with having strong anti-Ottoman sentiments, though as 
I have already proposed, their possession may also be 
associated with the desire to signal military supremacy 
and to symbolically subjugate the enemy.121 

I have suggested that the gradual spread of Ottoman-
izing fashions among a large portion of Hungarian and 
Polish noblemen was in part the result of a subconscious 
process of polarization characteristic of group psychol-
ogy, but there was also a conscious component in the 
adaptation of Ottoman fashions into the national dress 
of these polities. The “increased self-consciousness 
about the fashioning of human identity as a manipula-
ble, artful process,” which Stephen Greenblatt suggested 
for the emergence of the “self-fashioned” gentleman in 
sixteenth-century England,122 is very much replicated in 
the Polish nobility’s image building during their so-
journs to the West, as I have already shown in the ex-
ample of Ossoliński’s embassy to Rome. Furthermore, 
vigorous trade, the regular Polish diplomatic presence 
in Istanbul, and the promotion of experts in Eastern 
matters at the Polish court ever since King Sigismund 
Augustus’s secretary studied in Istanbul at royal ex-
pense123 facilitated an acute awareness of Eastern mat-
ters among politicians, merchants, missionaries, and 
scholars in Poland, with a similar set of circumstances 
in Hungary.124 Ossoliński was certainly conscious of dis-
tinctions between the Ottoman Empire and Safavid 
Iran, but in designing his delegation’s painstakingly co-
ordinated arrival in Rome he appealed to a much more 
general and superficial idea of the East and of  “Oriental” 
splendor. 

Unlike the wealthy, foreign-educated, cosmopolitan 
Ossoliński, however, the majority of Polish and Hungar-
ian nobles did not possess a deeper awareness of the 
provenance of the Eastern objects they coveted and the 
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Ottomanizing fashions they wore. One scholar has not-
ed, regarding imported Eastern carpets, that “nobody 
was sufficiently informed about Eastern geography to be 
really interested in their precise origins. Their associa-
tion with Turkey and Persia was enough to give the 
products an exotic flavour.”125 Although the Polish and 
Hungarian nobility’s self-fashioning was consciously 
Eastern, for the most part they remained unaware of any 
deeper distinctions within the cultures that they refer-
enced.

ROYAL IDENTITY AND THE PRAGMATIC 
 DEPLOYMENT OF OTTOMANIZING FASHION

In the polities of East-Central Europe it was the publicly 
visible figure of the ruler who had to negotiate the inter-
section of the Eastern and Western cultural models that 
permeated his realms. When the Hungarian king Mat-
thias Corvinus received the ambassador of Ferrara, Ce-
sare Valentini, in 1486, it is recorded that he wore a long 
Turkish kaftan and that he bestowed gifts of similar kaf-
tans upon the diplomat.126 In the Ottoman Empire, 
richly embroidered kaftans were sent as gifts by the sul-
tan because of their status as hil’at (robes of honor), and 
were given to foreign diplomats arriving in Istanbul. 
Hungarian and Polish envoys coveted the garments, ig-
noring or simply unaware of the fact that, among the 
Ottomans, donning them carried the symbolic message 
of recognizing one’s inferiority and subjection to an Ot-
toman padishah, who was expected to clothe his subor-
dinates.127 The appropriation of this markedly Ottoman 
tradition in fifteenth-century Hungary is noteworthy 
because of how early it occurs and because it demon-
strates Corvinus’s understanding of the symbolism and 
prestige of the objects themselves and of the ritualistic 
behaviors involved in their transference as gifts.128 

Gülru Necipoğlu has compared Corvinus to his Otto-
man contemporary Mehmed II (r. 1444–45/46, 1451–81), 
demonstrating that both rulers deployed numerous 
personae in their self-fashioning. As Necipoğlu notes, 
the “fostering of multiple imperial identities at Meh-
med’s court can be seen as a corollary of the polymor-
phic Ottoman body politic that was being forged by the 
juxtaposition rather than the coherent blending of dis-

parate cultural traditions.”129 In parallel, by drawing 
equally on the symbolic repertoires of Alexander the 
Great and of Attila the Hun, Corvinus crafted an iden-
tity in which Eastern and Western models of governance 
were unproblematically intermingled.130 

An example that reveals the continued necessity for 
such self-fashionings, dated two centuries later, emerges 
from a letter the Polish king John III Sobieski, the scion 
of a powerful Polish magnate family, wrote to his French 
wife after sacking the fleeing Ottomans’ camp following 
the 1683 Battle of Vienna. Sobieski recounts:

The Vizier barely escaped from all this, on one horse and 
in a single robe. I indeed became his successor because 
to a great degree all of his riches have fallen into my 
hands…. I have all the Vizier’s insignia, which they 
carry before him; the grand standard of Mahomet his 
emperor gave him for the war, which already today I 
have sent in the care of Talenti to the Holy Father in 
Rome. Tents, all wagons came into my possession, et 
mille d’autres galanteries fort jolies et fort riches, mais fort 
riches [and a thousand of other small things, beautiful 
and expensive, but very expensive], and still I have not 
seen many things…. You will not be able to tell me, my 
dear soul, as the Tartar women used to tell their husbands 
coming back without booty that “you are not a brave 
warrior if you come back without booty,” because the 
one who conquers must be in the front line.131

The letter reveals the ways in which Sobieski appropri-
ated multiple symbolic vocabularies, drawing with ease 
on Eastern and Western cultural referents to present 
himself as a cosmopolitan ruler, much like Matthias Cor-
vinus and Mehmed II had done before him. Casting him-
self as a successor to the defeated Ottoman vizier and as 
a defensor ecclesiae who supplies the pope himself with 
captured symbolic spoils, the Polish king positioned 
himself with one foot in Rome and another in Constan-
tinople/Istanbul, laying claim to the full spectrum of 
imperial Roman power. At the same time, his deploy-
ment of courtly French prose and references to marital 
interactions among Eastern warriors served as a way to 
fashion himself, in what is, after all, a private letter to his 
beloved wife, as a master of both spheres: the “cultured” 
literacy of her West and the Eastern lineage and Otto-
manizing conceit he claimed for himself. 
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Unlike Sobieski, who during his twenty-two-year 
reign enjoyed wide-ranging support among the nobility, 
Polish kings were for the most part politically weak and 
struggled to maintain legitimacy and relevance. Fa-
mously, parliamentary proceedings of the Polish-Lithu-
anian sejm, or parliament, of 1672 were severely delayed 
due to demands by the delegates that King Wiśniowiecki 
don traditional Polish attire, consisting of a fixed set of 
Ottoman-inspired garments: the żupan, long kontusz 
coat, sash belt, karabela saber, and high leather boots. A 
chronicler of the event ruminated: “Why does His Royal 
Highness being caro de carne, os de ossibus nostris [the 
flesh of our flesh, the bone of our bones] abhorret [ab-
hor] the Polish nation’s vestitum [clothing], while favor-
ing for himself foreign fashion, toward which our 
ancestors felt such fastidio [scorn], as an opprobrio gen-

tis Polonae [disgrace of the Polish people]?”132 As the 
text makes clear, the king, though Polish, dressed in 
Western European, and particularly French garb. In-
deed, the portraits he commissioned closely resemble, 
and were likely directly modeled after representations 
of the French king Louis XIV (r. 1643–1715) by court 
painters such as Robert Nanteuil (d. 1678) and Hyacinthe 
Rigaud (d. 1743). For example, in an anonymous portrait 
Wiśniowiecki is depicted with his hair characteristically 
curled and coiffed in the contemporary French fashion, 
wearing ceremonial armor with an ample oblong lace 
bib, known as a żabot (from the French jabot) over his 
chest (fig. 14). That portraits of Wiśniowiecki draw so 
heavily on the representational vocabulary of an abso-
lutist court and depict the sitter wearing the particular 
style of dress that generated the nobility’s displeasure 
betrays his political persuasions and admiration of ab-
solute power. 

Schultz’s portrait of Wiśniowiecki’s predecessor John 
II Casimir Vasa (r. 1648–68), the third Polish king from 
the historically Swedish Vasa dynasty, was painted soon 
after his election in 1648 (fig. 15).133 In contrast to 
Wiśniowiecki’s adherence to French fashions, the por-
trait of King John Casimir reveals his conscious self-
fashioning as a Polish Sarmatian monarch. Even though 
he, too, was known to favor Western attire, here he is 
depicted wearing the traditional nobleman’s outfit.134 
The cut, volume, ornamentation, and even color of the 
clothes in his portrait, including the gold-trimmed kon-
tusz belted with a red sash, and heavy, fur-lined crimson 
cape with characteristic golden fastenings, are distinctly 
non-Western, and they would have been understood as 
such by the contemporaneous audiences of his portrait. 
The composition, background, general styling, and in-
signia of royal power, however, all connect the sitter to 
the tradition of grand Western European dynastic por-
traiture. 

John Casimir Vasa’s portrait in Polish garb is the ma-
terial expression of a conscious effort to hybridize the 
notions of Europeanness and Otherness that coexisted 
in early modern East-Central Europe, and which rulers 
like Corvinus and Sobieski navigated with such ease. For 
John Casimir the żupan and kontusz were not quotidian 
fashion but elements of a theatrical costume that was 
cast off upon the completion of the session with the 

Fig. 14. Circle of Daniel Schultz the Younger, King Michał 
Korybut Wiśniowiecki, ca. 1668–69. Oil on canvas. Zamek 
Królewski na Wawelu (Wawel Royal Castle), Kraków, inv. no. 
dep. 40. (Photo: Anna Stankiewicz)
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painter, or perhaps even entirely fabricated by Schultz’s 
brush. 

In this the painting is related to Western European 
portraits of individuals masquerading in exotic Turkish 
garb such as the portrait by Justus Suttermans (d. 1681) 
of Ferdinando II de’ Medici (r. 1621–70), who wears a 
large white Ottoman bulbous turban in a temporary 
imitation of the Other (fig. 16). In contrast to such fanci-
ful, exoticizing paintings, however, the election portrait 
of John Casimir was a tool, utilized as part of a precisely 
orchestrated political program to curry favor with the 
fickle anti-absolutist Polish noblemen who wore Otto-
manizing fashions to signal their political autonomy. 
The king disingenuously embraced such symbolically 
laden clothing because he hoped that by appeasing the 

nobility he might begin to lay a foundation for absolutist 
rule in Poland.

John Casimir was not the only ruler to recourse to the 
Ottomanizing national outfit in hopes of securing the 
nobility’s approval. In 1733, arriving in Poland in secret 
for the electoral convocation, Stanisław Leszczyński, a 
Polish candidate for the throne, appeared in the Otto-
manizing Polish costume, which caused great excite-
ment among those gathered.135 Similarly, the Austrian 
Habsburgs consistently commissioned texts and images 
that highlighted their role not only as Holy Roman em-
perors but also as kings of Hungary. In numerous print-
ed and painted portraits the Habsburg rulers, including 
Matthias (d. 1619), Ferdinand III (d. 1657), Ferdinand IV 
(predeceased his father in 1654), and Leopold I (d. 1705) 

Fig. 15. Daniel Schultz the Younger, King John II Casimir 
Vasa in Polish Dress, ca. 1650. Oil on canvas. Gripsholm Cas-
tle, Mariefred, inv. no. Grh 1270. (Photo: © Rikard Karlsson/
Nationalmuseum, Stockholm)

Fig. 16. Justus Suttermans, Grand Duke Ferdinando II de’ 
Medici, ca. 1640. Oil on canvas. Palatine Gallery, Palazzo 
Pitti, Florence, inv. no. 1890 n. 2334. (Photo: S.S.P.S.A.E e per 
il Polo Museale della città di Firenze–Gabinetto Fotografico)
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are depicted in Ottomanizing Hungarian clothing. Oc-
casionally they carry the full Hungarian coronation re-
galia, including the Holy Crown of Hungary and its 
accompanying scepter, mantle, and globus cruciger.136 
Justus Suttermans’s portrait of Ferdinand III on the oc-
casion of his coronation as king of Hungary in 1625, for 
example, shows the young monarch, who stands next to 
a table bearing the Hungarian crown, wearing tradition-
al Hungarian garb: a short dolmány in a lustruous cream-
colored fabric belted with a red sash, a heavy mente 
overcoat with fur collar and thick gold fastenings with 
jewels and tassels, thrown over the shoulders, yellow 
shoes, and a jeweled saber (fig. 17). The monarch’s ac-
ceptance of the crown, which symbolizes the historical 
Kingdom of Hungary, is a nominal act dictated by in-
heritance, falling under the aegis of the body politic. 
Ferdinand’s portrayal in Ottomanizing Hungarian gar-
ments, on the other hand, is a cultural act and a gesture 
of appeasement to the Hungarian noble class. The cloth-
ing of his natural body is, I suggest, meant to underline 
his role as a specifically Hungarian, rather than German-
ic, individual.

Polish and Hungarian noblemen expressed their po-
litical allegiance and anti-absolutist beliefs through a 
style of dress that was strongly influenced by Ottoman 
models. Women, on the other hand, were largely barred 
from participation in politics, and were therefore ex-
empt from the implicit proscriptions against Occidental 
fashions. Their relative invisibility in the public sphere 
precluded the necessity of politicizing their clothing, 
leaving them free to “usurp for themselves all of the gar-
ments of European matrons,” as the chronicler Staro-
wolski observed of Polish women’s taste for Western 
styles.137 Even though Ottoman women’s fashions were 
probably known from costume books, they do not ap-
pear to have had any impact on the dress of Polish and 
Hungarian women, who most likely adapted Eastern 
and Western textiles to local or Western dress designs.138 

A notable exception may be found in the portraits by 
court painter Louis de Silvestre (d. 1760) of Electress of 
Saxony and Queen Consort of Poland Maria Josepha of 
Austria (d. 1757) and her daughter, Maria Amalia of Sax-
ony (d. 1760) of the House of Wettin, the latter a betroth-
al portrait made in preparation for her marriage to 
Charles VII of Naples (the future Charles III of Spain)  

(r. 1735–88) (fig. 18). The women wear stylized and fem-
inized versions of Polish noblemen’s outfits; in Maria 
Amalia’s portrait the fur lining, slashed sleeves debo-
nairly tossed over the shoulder, and rich red fabric of the 
sitter’s dress, embellished with horizontal gold fasten-
ings, reference the key details of a traditional kontusz or 
outer kaftan.139 The opulence of these Ottomanizing 
garments may have been reason enough for the royal 
women to choose them. However, the more likely 

Fig. 17. Justus Suttermans and studio, Ferdinand III as King 
of Hungary, ca. 1625. Oil on canvas. Magyar Nemzeti Galéria, 
Budapest, inv. no. 92.20M. (Photo: Tibor Mester)
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Fig. 18. Louis de Silvestre, Maria Amalia of Saxony in Polish 
Dress, 1738. Oil on canvas. Museo del Prado, Madrid, inv. no. 
P02358. (Photo: Album/Art Resource, N.Y)

 motivation for dressing the queen and princess in styl-
ized versions of Polish male attire was their heightened 
public visibility and the widespread diffusion of their 
representations. In this way the court could advertise 
the notion that the entire royal family took an interest 
in Polish matters. The Wettins, a Germanic princely 
electoral family, possessed a royal title because two of 
its members, Augustus II the Strong (r. 1697–1704, 1709–
33) and Augustus III (r. 1733/4–63), had been elected to 

the Polish throne. Therefore, Maria Amalia’s donning of 
Polish garb may have been a reminder that her royal, 
rather than simply aristocratic status, was because of her 
father’s role as elected king of Poland, placing her on a 
par with the heir to the Spanish throne whom she was 
to marry. The garments proclaimed royal authority by 
assuming that their intended Spanish and Italian view-
ers would immediately recognize them as Polish.

CONCLUSION

The Ottomanization of fashion, and more generally, of 
self-fashioning in Poland and Hungary, reveals that the 
ways in which Europe’s Christian states negotiated their 
position relative to the Ottoman Empire were many and 
varied. Indeed, Europe was not a uniform geographic, 
social, linguistic, religious, or cultural entity that could 
easily be posited against the multiethnic and multicon-
fessional Ottomans, who themselves had a definitive 
and lasting presence on the European continent. In at-
tempting to describe the impact that the Ottoman Em-
pire exercised over Poland and Hungary, I have described 
a web of perceptions. These include the Poles’ and the 
Hungarians’ perceptions of the Ottomans, necessarily 
influenced by existing notions of the Ottoman threat 
and the topos of the Eastern antemurale, resulting in 
their subsequent culturally hybrid visual response to 
those stimuli. They also include exoticizing Western Eu-
ropean reactions in England, France, the Papal States, 
Spain, and Saxony, to the Polish and Hungarian emula-
tion of Ottoman Otherness, embodied through fashion 
and portraiture.

However, East-Central Europeans could be equally 
critical of the behaviors of foreigners, including Western 
Europeans. For example, the young nobleman Jakub 
Sobieski’s description of the execution of regicide Fran-
çois Ravaillac in Paris in 1610 includes mention of pur-
ported cannibalism by the angered Parisians on the 
body of the assassin: “[Our] host, to all appearances re-
spectable… brought a few pieces of the body of this Ra-
vaillac… and fried them with some scrambled eggs and 
ate them…”140 His account is one of horror and disgust 
at the Parisian’s barbarity, a foil to Motteville’s account 
of the “slovenly” and “savage” Poles from Opaliński’s del-
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egation, who arrived in Paris three decades later.141 In 
similar terms, Poles considered Russian men’s fashions, 
which were, after all, modeled by common cultural in-
fluences and possessed many visual similarities to Polish 
ones, to be barbaric and excessively opulent.142 It is no 
surprise that difference—of behavior, culture, language, 
and geography, as well as of self-fashioning and choice 
of attire—created easily exaggerated judgments on the 
relative civility or barbarity of another people.

As I have argued, it was the Polish and Hungarian no-
bilities’ concerns about the development of absolutist 
rule in East-Central Europe that allowed them to con-
solidate a relatively uniform political and social identity, 
as expressed through fashion. In Poland, Ottomanizing 
dress gradually lost its political charge, especially by the 
end of the eighteenth century, and types of garments 
and accessories that could trace their stylistic lineage to 
Ottoman kaftans and scimitars became disassociated 
from their original Eastern antecedents. Furthermore, 
scholars have shown that the constitutive elements of 
such dress, including the żupan tunic and kontusz over-
coat, became less popular in the second half of the eigh-
teenth century, eventually becoming festive outfits 
worn on special, particularly patriotic occasions, such as 
the parliamentary proceedings of the so-called Four 
Year Sejm of 1788–92. Noblemen who wanted to display 
their patriotism had traditional-looking Polish garments 
made, relying on ancestral portraits for greater authen-
ticity. The eighteenth-century memoirist Jan Duklan 
Ochocki (d. 1848) notes that when the diplomat Adam 
Rzewuski (d. 1825) was preparing for his embassy to 
Denmark he ordered that “portraits from the fifteenth, 
sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries be gathered, and 
the forms of garments be copied from them,”143 so that 
he could wear a correct version of this most decorous of 
fashions. As one scholar has correctly pointed out, Rze-
wuski’s outfit must be considered a consciously commis-
sioned and designed costume, harkening back to an 
earlier era, rather than an expression of common men’s 
fashions in Poland at that time.144

Paradoxically, it was only after the Third Partition of 
Poland in 1795, during which Poland’s territories were 
divided among Russia, Prussia, and Austria, that such 
fashions reacquired their potential as highly charged 
tools for underlining identity and allegiance. During the 

failed November Uprising of 1830–31, Polish revolution-
aries wore garments in the historical Ottomanizing 
style, following which the Russian colonial authorities 
entirely outlawed such traditional elements of dress.145 
Once again, Polish fashions, developed from Ottoman 
models from the mid-sixteenth century onward, became 
a rallying point against foreign interventionism. In the 
preceding centuries the Polish kings and the Habsburg 
emperors commissioned portraits wearing Ottomaniz-
ing garb and displaying local insignia of power, hoping 
to capitalize on the symbolic charge of this centuries-old 
set of visual tools for building allegiance. They under-
stood that something as deceptively simple as a kaftan 
and long overcoat could generate political support from 
the powerful noble classes in their respective, extreme-
ly polarized societies. So, too, the Russian authorities in 
partitioned Poland understood that unless forbidden, 
such fashions, imbued with layered connotations of in-
dependence, national pride, republicanism, and anti-
despotism, would continue to impede the success of 
their own imperial project.
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 It is difficult to separate the terms “Eastern Europe” and 
“Central Europe” from their contemporary political and ethnic 
associations. Therefore, I rely on the term “East-Central Europe” 
to describe, most generally, the “liminal and transitional space 
between the powers in the west [Germany and Austria] and 
east [Russia]…” (see n. 6 below). By “Poland” and “Polish” I refer, 
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pars pro toto, to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, that is, 
the dualistic state that combined the Kingdom of Poland and 
the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Similarly, I use “Hungary” and 
“Hungarian,” even though Hungary’s historic lands were divided 
into three territories after the Battle of Mohács in 1526. These 
were Habsburg Hungary; the semi-independent principality of 
Transylvania, under Ottoman suzerainty; and Ottoman Hungary 
or Madjaristan, known formally as the eyalet of Buda, which was 
its capital between 1541 and 1686 (see n. 53 below). I do so for the 
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ABSTRACT

This article examines the impact of Ottoman fashions on the clothing worn by men in early modern Poland and Hungary, and argues that fashion was an optimal tool for advertising political allegiance. Ottoman garments were coveted by the nobilities in East-Central Europe, and often displayed in portraiture, because they were imbued with associations of anti-absolutism and autonomy, even if the Ottomans themselves were reviled as invasive infidels. However, the legibility of the political statement these fashions made was limited to their local contexts—when viewed by foreigners they were perceived 
a s  e x o t i c  a n d  O t h e r l y .  V a r i o u s  f a c t o r s  e n a b l e d  t h e  p o p u l a r i z a t i o n  a n d  s u b s e q u e n t  p o l i t i c i z a t i o n  o f  O t t o m a n i z i n g  s t y l e s ,  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  P o l i s h  a n d  H u n g a r i a n  n o b i l i t i e s ’  s e l f - f a s h i o n i n g  a s  E a s t e r n ,  a n d  
the widespread availability of Ottoman and Iranian commodities through import, as war booty, and through local imitation. This essay hopes to expand our understanding of the range of early modern responses to the Ottoman East, while challenging the notion of Europe as a uniform entity to which it was opposed. 
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